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2019 ACTIVITIES

2,006

DEVICE
DEMONSTRATIONS
MoAT partners with rural
and metro organizations
around the state to provide
individuals opportunities to see,
try, and learn about assistive
technologies that best meet
their needs.

3,074

DEVICES RE-UTILIZED
MoAT and its 8 rural and
metro partners across the
state provided 3,074 gently
used assistive devices to
2,239 individuals, saving them
$1,038,937 over the cost of
buying new.

1,463

TAP RECIPIENTS
Telecommunications Access
Program (TAP) provides
adaptive equipment to seniors
and persons with disabilities
who have difficulty using
the telephone or accessing
the internet because of their
disability. A total of 2,020
adaptive devices were provided
during the year to 1,463
qualified individuals.
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1,931

DEVICES LOANED
Device loans allow individuals,
school districts, rehab centers
and other organizations to
borrow devices to help in the
decision-making process. This
year, 681 individuals borrowed
1,931 devices.

32

FINANCIAL LOANS
FOR AT
The alternative financing
program made 32 low-interest
loans totaling $191,694 that
led to individuals with disabilities
obtaining vehicle or home
modifications, hearing aids,
mobility devices and other forms
of AT.

9,915

AT TRAINING AND
PUBLIC AWARENESS
Through trainings and public
awareness events, 9,915
individuals with disabilities,
professionals, school district
personnel and others learned
about AT devices, services, best
practices and policy.
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DEVICE DEMONSTRATION:
LEARNING WHAT’S POSSIBLE

Denise visited MoAT partner
empower:abilities in Springfield to explore
assistive devices that could help her
overcome the issues she was experiencing
due to Essential Tremors. Many individuals
who have tremors report that eating
independently is extremely difficult. Staff
from empower:abilities showed Denise
an array of adapted eating utensils,
compared their features and let her
try them out. The S’up spoon (pictured)
worked PERFECTLY for Denise who left
the demonstration a knowledgeable and
informed consumer.

DEVICE REUTILIZATION: STAYING
ENGAGED. SAVING MONEY.
Audrey lived independently at home and
wanted to keep it that way, but she needed
some help with safety and mobility. Audrey
and her family visited Accessibility Medical
Equipment (A KC area MoAT partner)
because they were looking for an affordable
powered mobility solution for her. Unsure
if she would be able to operate a power
wheelchair, they wanted to try it out. She was
able to try several different wheelchairs,
eventually deciding on a Pronto powerchair with seat recline. To have purchased
a comparable chair new would have cost
Audrey several thousand dollars, which
was unaffordable for her. By purchasing a
recycled chair for considerably less, Audrey
was able to meet her needs and was “highly
satisfied” as a result.
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ATR PROGRAM: EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Assistive Technology often unlocks unknown potential, which is
exactly what happened when Cutler received an AAC device
through the Assistive Technology Reimbursement (ATR) Program.
Cutler quickly learned how to independently navigate his
device and wasted no time adding phrases to more completely,
effectively and robustly help him express his thoughts. Shortly
after he obtained his device, it was realized he is a willing and
capable writer who is now completing worksheets he previously
didn’t do and proudly displaying them in the hallway alongside
those of his classmates. Cutler’s parents and his educators
report that he made gains this year that would not have been
possible without this assistive technology.
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COORDINATION AND COLLABORATION

Assistive Technology Reimbursement Program (ATR)

Funding provided by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education,
Division of Special Education, makes possible the Assistive Technology Reimbursement
Program (ATR). This program helps school districts offset the cost of providing AT to students
with disabilities that have assistive technology identified in their IEP. This year, 265 students
received AT as a result of this partnership.

Kids Assistive Technology Program (KAT)

Assistive technology needed by children with disabilities can be costly for families. The
KAT Program is a last resort funding source. Program funding is through the Department
of Health and Senior Services – Bureau of Special Health Care Needs. KAT assisted 28
children with special health care needs this year. Moreover, for each dollar the KAT Program
spent, an additional $1.41 was leveraged through outside contributions, enabling the
program to provide more devices and modifications for Missouri families.

KIDS ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM: ACCESSING
THE COMMUNITY
Jared’s mom was determined to get her
son an accessible vehicle after a motor
vehicle accident in 2016 left him with a
traumatic brain injury. Though she secured
more than $38,000 in financing and
funding for an accessible vehicle, she
was still short of the total needed. Kids
Assistive Technology (KAT) funds helped
her secure the final funds necessary to
purchase Jared’s accessible vehicle.
For Jared’s mom, his accessible vehicle
means she can safely and securely transport
him. For Jared, it expands his opportunities.
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DeafBlind Equipment Program (iCanConnect)

MoAT administers the DeafBlind Equipment Program funded through the Federal
Communications Commission. This program benefits Missourians who are DeafBlind by
providing assessments, distance communication equipment and related training. During the
year, 67 individuals with significant vision and hearing loss for whom distance communication
has been difficult or impossible were served.

Money Follow the Person Assistive Technology Demonstration
Program
MoAT partners with the Department of Social Services and other stakeholders to provide
assistive technology, home and vehicle modifications to individuals who transitioned from
nursing facilities to community living. MoAT provided services increased the safety,
independence and community access of 62 individuals this year.

Information Technology Accessibility

In collaboration with the Office of Administration-Information Technology Services Division,
MoAT assisted in the development of needed training and identification of effective tools to
help state government assure that websites, social media and other communication methods
are accessible and available to all.

MFP-AT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM:
LIVING INDEPENDENTLY

Living independently again was Linda’s dream after a stroke and
other health issues resulted in her being placed in a nursing home.
The Money Follows the Person Program (MFP) provided her the
chance to transition from the nursing home to her own home, and
assistive technology helped! Among the items Linda obtained was
a voice assistant (pictured), which she uses to help her with time
management, setting up her medication reminders and calendar,
and get information she needs to maintain her independence.
“There is no comparison from nursing home to independent living,”
said Linda. “It is awesome to be here and to have my freedom!”
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY: A GREAT RETURN ON INVESTMENT
2019
FEDERAL INVESTMENT

SAVINGS & BENEFITS
TO MISSOURIANS

$585,803

$4,705,841

In FY 2019, MoAT delivered 7,640 assistive devices and provided
support services to 23,671 Missourians with disabilities, family members
and professionals, unlocking access to daily routines, work, play, and
real lives in the community.

TAP FOR TELEPHONE:
STAYING CONNECTED

Marilyn has hearing loss in both ears and wears
hearing aids. Even with her hearing aids, Marilyn
was having trouble communicating with family and
friends over the phone. Marilyn visited Services for
Independent Living in Columbia where she was able
to try out a wide range of adaptive phones to see
which one met her needs. Initially, Marilyn believed
she would benefit from a captioned phone, but
discovered that an easier to use amplified phone
was a better solution for her needs. She was
surprised and pleased that she is now able to hear
so clearly.
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MISSOURI ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY (MOAT)

As Missouri’s federally funded Assistive Technology
Act Program, MoAT strives to enhance the lives of all
Missourians with disabilities, older Missourians, families and
service professionals. Our activities increase access to and
acquisition of assistive technology (AT) devices and services.
At home, work, school or play, assistive technology provides
choice, control and independence.

GET IN TOUCH WITH US
1501 NW Jefferson Street
Blue Springs, MO 64015
info@mo-at.org (Email)
816-655-6700 (Voice)
816-655-6711 (TTY)
816-655-6710 (Fax)

CONNECT WITH US ONLINE

Globe https://at.mo.gov
facebook facebook.com/MOAssistiveTechnology
twitter-square @MissouriAT

Missouri Assistive Technology is funded through
the Administration for Community Living of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, and maintains
coordination and collaboration efforts with partners
through the state of Missouri.
This publication was made possible by Grant Number 90AG0048 from the
Administration for Community Living. Its contents are solely the responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the
Administration for Community Living

